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SYNOPSIS

"No actual firing of the rifle is required for bore sighting .
service was $1 .50."

D. Itvdsr, Irvirig, Texas, gunsmith, dis. . Dial
~dork on be`wld'a rifle.
DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION
Front page story of the Dallas Tim
Herald, ~aday evening edition, November 28,
1963, reported that Dial D.
a gun~amith~qf Irving Tame, claimed to have
mounted and adjust
eigHt-r-_
- customer believed to be Lee Harvey
Oswald . Pertinent
a of the article are as followst
"OSHALD QIN SIGHT -MOUNTED IN IRVING. M Irving gunsmith Thursday told The Times
Herald he mounted and adjusted a telescopic eight for a customer investigators believe we Lee Harvey OBwald.
"The disclosure came se officers - probing two of the met shocking'mrders in modern
history - continued their intensive investigation .
"Gunsmith Dial D. [order of 2028 Harvard in Irving said he attached the telescope and
'bore sighted' a foreign made rifle for a customer named Oswald about a month ago .
Mir. Myder said he did the work at his Irving Sports Shop on Irving Boulevard. He had
the gun, he said, only about three days . The work coat Oswld $4 .50 for drilling
and $1.50 for bore sighting, according to Mr. D(yder'e records .
"The gunsmith, however, remembered nothing of Oswald himself .
"Many people have thte kind of work done, he said.

Oswald was dust another customer .

"Mr. tyder could not remember the make of gun he worked on for Oswald.
thought it we foreign made - but he could not identify it .
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"He said Oswald could have been in his shop on other occasions but Oswald has a
'common face for this part of the country' and he couldn't Bay for sure he had
seen the man.
"The work done on the rifle consiated of drilling three holes - at $1 .50 each to mount the telescopic eight and the bore sighting . Bore sighting consist. of
locking the rifle in a vise and sighting to a mark through the barrel and adjueting the eight to agree with that sight .
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"The gunsmith said that insofar as .he could remember the customer Oswald bought
no ammunition from him.

He said he

The price for that

On Sunday, December 1, 1963 telephone call was made to the home of Dial D. Dyder .
He stated that he was leaving his home with his family and would not be available
for interview until Monday. However, he stated that the newspaper story as reported above was in ersor and that he was eatiefied that he had not done any work
for Oswald . his said that he had an undated work slip indicating that sometime ago
he mounted a eight on a rifle for a man named Oswald and that the slip indicated
that he had drilled 3 holes in the receiver of a rifle for telescopic mount at
$1 .50 a hole and had bore sighted a rifle for an additional $1 .50, making a total
charge of $6.00. Ryder claim that he cannot recall what kind of mount, scope or
rifle he worked on . He claim to have been misquoted in the newspaper article and
he is certain, after viewing the photographs of Oswld, that he had never done any
work for him and, in fact, had never seen him. He further stated that he had extud.ned a Carcano 6 .5 mm rifle only the day before and is now certain that he has
never, at any time, done any work on such a rifle . He also stated that he has been
informed that the mount used on Oswld's rifle we of a Japanese manufacture end he
has no such mounts in his shop as he uses only the following makes, Redfield,
Buehler, Weaver and Bausch and Lomb . Dyder stated that he had been interviewed
by an Agent Horton of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on Monday, November 25,,
1963, and that on Wednesday and Friday had been interviewed by a woman who stated
that she was from the White House Press . On her last interview with him she informed him that the rifle used by Oswald had been sold by Klein' . of Chicago,
complete with a mounted scope .
lyder resides at 2028 Harvard Street, Irving, Texas, telephone HL 3-4876 and
operates the Irving Sport Shop, 221 X. Irving Boulevard, Irving, Terms, telephone EL 3-5309 .
DISPOSITION
No farther inquiry mill be made of $fdsr unless directed otherwise .
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